Introduction

Stranger Coin features a first of its kind endowment tax to promote indefinite growth of the currency. The Stranger Coin endowment is supplied by a tax of 6.75% on buys and 10% on sells of Stranger Coin transactions.

The endowment is placed in high yield farming pools. 90% of the accrued interest is used to buy back Stranger Coin, the other 10% is reinvested in the farms. This ensures that the endowment will grow indefinitely, and that the Stranger Coin buybacks with grow and increase the price of Stranger Coin indefinitely.
Infinite Growth

The endowment tax ensures that all taxed money stays within Stranger Coin. Unlike other coins that give reflections or dividends to users, this money can be removed from those tokens if the holder sells.

The endowment tax ensures that all taxed money stays within the token for eternity and investment in high yield farms ensures that the endowment grows in perpetuity.
Tokenomics

Taxes:

Buy Tax: 10%
- 0.8% Liquidity
- 6.75% Endowment
- 2.45% Marketing/Dev Wallet

Sell Tax: 15%
- 1.2% Liquidity
- 10% Endowment
- 3.8% Marketing/Dev Wallet
Roadmap

Phase I: Website Launch, Marketing

Phase II: Exchange Listing Expansion

Phase III: Indefinite endowment growth farming and reinvestment/burn

Acceptance as a currency at major retailers
Contact

info@strangercoin.com
twitter.com/strangertoken
t.me/strangercoin